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ABSTRACT 

A graphene/silicon heterojunction device has been realized to overcome many different requests 

necessary to make it a versatile, widely used and competitive detector. The obtained photodetectors 

which operate at room temperature, are sensitive in the spectral region from the ultraviolet (240 

nm) to the infrared (2000 nm) and they can be used in different configurations that allow a high 

responsivity up to 107 A/W, a rise time of a few ns, an external quantum efficiency more than 

300%, and a linear response for different light sources. This is allowed by the high quality of the 

graphene deposited on a large area of 8 mm2, and by the interdigitated design of the contacts, both 

preserving the excellent properties of graphene when switching from a nanoscale to the 

macroscopic dimensions of commonly used devices. 

KEYWORDS: Graphene, photodetector, heterojunction, high responsivity, fast response, 

broadband 

 

1. Introduction 

Photodetectors (PDs) are among the most widely used electronic devices in everyday life and in 

science [1]. They are fundamental, for example, in cameras, smart sensors, surveillance systems, 

medical devices and weather stations but also in detecting light to directly measure some physical 

properties or to get information on other types of radiation, e.g. when coupled to a scintillator or a 

particle attenuator [2]. Each application requires different features of PDs that typically must 

satisfy strict prerequisites. Among the PD most required characteristics, we can enumerate: its fast 

response to an external stimulus and to transmit signals; its ability to reveal very weak signals with 

a great sensitivity and, at the same time, low dark noise; a size large enough to use the PD with 
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different light sources, both continuous and pulsed, providing a linear response in a large incident 

power field; its capability to detect signals in a broadband region from ultraviolet (UV) to infrared 

(IR) radiation; the possibility to work with a low or zero power supply. To satisfy some or all of 

these requests, in recent years heterostructures based on two-dimensional (2D) and conventional 

materials have attracted a lot of interest with the main purpose to exploit the unique optoelectronic 

properties of 2D materials and merge them with those of conventional semiconductors [3]. In this 

context, graphene/silicon heterojunction (GSH) is emerging [2, 4-9]. The GSH detectors can be 

easily integrated in the industrial process and in the Si based current technologies, adding features 

not available in the devices on the market at present [2]. Recently GSH PDs have been able to 

effectively detect optical signals with wavelengths λ from 380 to 930 nm [10]. The highest 

responsivity measured in the visible range is around 107 A/W with device area equal to 0.025 mm2 

[11]. Other works [12] report on the ability to detect IR radiation with some μs of rise time together 

with a responsivity approaching 39.5 mA/W. In addition, the fastest devices realized reach 

response speed of a few ns under λ= 375 nm pulsed laser illumination [13]. Table 1 provides a 

broad overview of GSH based PDs state of the art. As it is clear, not all the aforementioned 

characteristics are present in the same device with a large area.  

 

Table 1. Best characteristics of the Gr/Si devices reported in literature  

Device Spectral 
Range (nm) 

Responsivity 
(A/W) 

Rise Time 
(ns) 

Active Area 
(mm2) Ref. 

Gr/ultra-thin Si 200 – 1200 0.46 103 3.6·10-3 [14] 

Gr/Si – Gr/SiO2 360 – 2200 0.27 - 0.85 [4] 

Gr/Si 300 - 1100 0.73 3·105 0.1 [6] 
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Gr/Si - 88 - 10-2 [7] 

Gr/Ele 632 and 1550 104 3·103 10-2 [8] 

Gr/Si 360 – 1200 0.635 - 0.5 [10] 

Gr/Si 200 – 1100 0.435 1.2·106 5·10-3 [9] 

Gr/Si 1500 0.0395 5·103 78 [12] 

Gr/Si 200 – 1100 0.2 5 0.25 [13] 

Gr/Si 200-1100 107 1.79·106 1·10-3 [11] 

Gr/Si 395 – 850 70 - 6.4·10-5 [15] 

 

In this article, we report on GSH PDs with ultra-fast response of few ns, responsivity as high as 

107 A/W, optical band in a region from λ=300 nm to λ=2000 nm and a linear response for both 

continuous and pulsed light sources, all properties which are combined, for the first time, with a 

large photosensitive area (8 mm2).  

 

2. Methods 

The devices are obtained by depositing graphene on n-doped 100 µm thick crystalline Si 

substrate (electrical resistivity ρ=0.5 Ω·cm). On one side of the substrate, a 150 nm Cr/Au metallic 

layer has been evaporated, forming an Ohmic contact with the Si, named Gate (G) electrode. On 

the other side of the Si, two Cr/Pt interdigitated electrodes, have been deposited and kept 

electrically isolated from the Si substrate by a 300 nm thick SiO2 template layer. These electrodes, 

called Source (S) and Drain (D), are made up of 10 fingers 50 µm wide and 250 µm distant from 

each other. Graphene was grown via chemical vapor deposition on copper foil with a process 

similar to that reported in [16] (see Supplementary Material (SM) for further details). It was 

subsequently transferred on the top of the S-D electrodes resulting in contact with them and with 
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the n-Si surface in such a way to give rise to a GSH of area 8 mm2, which is the photoactive 

element of the detector. Further information about the transfer procedure can be found in the SM. 

Upper and lower panels of Figure 1a show the top and side sketches of the device, respectively. 

Depending on the electrical connections, the device can operate in two different modes: 

photovoltaic (PV) when the photocurrent is measured between G and S or G and D contacts (or 

potentially between G and the short circuited S-D), and photoconductive (PC) when the 

photocurrent is measured between S and D contacts. In this last configuration, the G electrode can 

be used independently for voltage doping [17]. Figure 1b reports an optical image representative 

of the polycrystalline graphene transferred on pre-patterned substrate. The characterization of the 

transferred polycrystalline graphene was performed by using scanning Raman spectroscopy. 

Figure 1c exhibits a representative Raman spectrum of the graphene coated device with the 

graphene G and 2D Raman peaks at about 1586 cm-1 and 2676 cm-1, respectively. The defect-

related D-peak at 1352 cm-1 is negligible, indicating the high crystalline quality of the material. 

Raman mapping was performed on an area of 15 x 15 µm2. The analysis of the histograms of the 

intensity ratio between the 2D and G peaks, the intensity ratio between the D and G peaks and of 

the full width at half maximum of the 2D peak indicated the material single-layer nature, low 

concentration of defects and large size of the single crystalline graphene domains (see SM, for 

further details and information on Raman set-up, measurements and analysis).  
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Figure 1. (a) Top (upper panel) and side (lower panel) device schematics. The Gate electrode is 

realized with a Cr/Au layer evaporated on n-Si. The Source and Drain Pt electrodes are composed 

by 10 interdigitated combs (large 50 μm and distant 250 μm each other) electrically insulated from 

the n-Si region through an SiO2 layer. The graphene film has been deposited on top of Source, 

Drain and the n-Si area. (b) Optical image of the polycrystalline graphene transferred on pre-

patterned substrate. (c) Raman spectrum of the graphene coated device with the graphene G and 

2D Raman peaks at about 1586 cm-1 and 2676 cm-1, respectively. The defect-related D-peak at 

1352 cm-1 is negligible, indicating the high crystalline quality of the material.  

The devices were characterized by d.c. I-V measurements using a Keithley 2602A source/meter 

lighting it with a solar LOT LSE 140 Xenon lamp. For the responsivity measurements, the PD was 

illuminated with the solar lamp coupled to a monochromator LOT MSH-300, and the optical power 

was varied and controlled using attenuators and optical filters. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) 
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was acquired using an Ametek 7265 lock-in amplifier after being illuminated by modulated light 

emitted by the Xenon lamp and passing through the monochromator and a Thorlabs MC 1000A 

optical chopper system. The time response of the PD devices was investigated using a femtosecond 

pulsed laser system composed by a chirped pulse amplifier, seeded by a Ti:Sa oscillator which is 

coupled with an Optical Parameter Amplifier (OPA) [18]. This set-up produces 40 fs wide pulses 

in a large wavelength range from 240 nm to 20 µm [19, 20]. The current signal is acquired by a 30 

GHz Tektronix oscilloscope directly connected with the sample terminals using coaxial cables. 

Both PV and PC configurations were used for PD characterization. The spot size of any light 

source here used was always wide enough to illuminate the PD active area completely.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 The photovoltaic configuration 

In PV configuration the measured current passes through the graphene/n-Si junction considered 

as Schottky-type, where graphene acts as a metal and n-Si as semiconductor [21]. Figure 2a shows 

a typical family of I-V characteristics of our PDs acquired in PV mode under different light powers. 

The forward biased data acquired in dark condition (black line in Figure 2a) are reported in Figure 

2b (black dots) in semilogarithmic scale where the low voltage range is fitted (black curve) by the 

equation [16]:   

(1) 

 

valid for Schottky junctions [17]. Here e is the elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, 

T=300K the temperature, η the diode ideality factor and I0 the leakage current. The fit to the data 

gives I0 = 10 nA and 𝜂𝜂 = 1.9. These values qualify the PD device together with Schottky barrier 

height 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵= 0.80 eV, calculated by the equation 𝐼𝐼0 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗𝑇𝑇2𝑒𝑒−
𝛷𝛷𝐵𝐵
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 (where A is the active junction 

ln 𝐼𝐼 = ln 𝐼𝐼0 +  
𝑒𝑒

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
𝑉𝑉 
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area and A*=112 A cm-2 K-2 is the Richardson constant for Si). All the obtained quantities, 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 

included, are comparable to the characteristics of the best GSHs reported in the literature [21], 

highlighting a high quality of the graphene layer and the effectiveness of the deposition. The higher 

value of 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 than that expected for an ideal graphene/Si Schottky junction, given the Si substrate 

doping, the Si electron affinity and the graphene work function, could be due to an ineludible 

presence of a thin native oxide layer on the Si surface and to inherent not continuous nature of the 

graphene layer (see SM for details) giving rise to interfacial states as shown theoretically and 

experimentally in ref. [22] for the graphene/n-GaN junction. In the following, for simplicity, we’ll 

proceed in our discussion by neglecting these interface states and considering an ideal Schottky 

junction. 

When the junction is illuminated, the photons are absorbed within the depletion layer at the 

interface and electron (e)-hole (h) pairs are formed and separated by the built-in junction potential 

Vbi. A sketch of the band bending at graphene/n-Si interface is given in Figure 2c together with the 

direction of motion of the photogenerated charges. The electrons travel through the Si and reach 

the G electrode while the holes along the graphene reach the interdigitated S-D electrodes. As a 

consequence, the I-V characteristics shift towards higher values (in module) of the reverse current 

as reported in Figure 2a and, for the sake of clarity, zoomed in Figure 2d. Here some experimental 

characteristics are compared to the corresponding theoretical curves (dashed lines in Figure 2d, 

see SM for calculation details) expected for a generic metallic/semiconducting Schottky junction 

with the same values of I0, 𝜂𝜂 and 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 when illuminated by the same light power. Comparing the 

experimental characteristics with the expected ones, the main difference is in the reverse polarity 

of the knee voltage Vs at which the current, induced by the photocharge generation, saturates. A 

rough estimation of its value, obtained by the intercept between the linear extrapolations of the 
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different slopes of the I-V characteristics (see Figure 2a), gives Vs=-0.3V for the 2 mW I-V curve, 

approaching towards the theoretical value in the limit of low power light. This different behavior 

of the I-V characteristics with respect to that expected for a generic metal/semiconductor Schottky 

PD is already observed by other authors [9] and it is ascribed as peculiar of GSH. At low light 

intensity, the shape of the I-V curve is similar to the one of a conventional photodiode, since all 

the photogenerated charges can be injected into the graphene finding accessible free states. By 

increasing the power of the incident light, the number of free electronic states in graphene are no 

longer sufficient to collect the generated photo charges and therefore there is a strong suppression 

of the short-circuit current. Such a behavior can therefore be interpreted in terms of a saturation 

effect due to the electronic structure of graphene [9]. However, a small bias voltage is enough to 

bring back the I-V curve to the ideal shape. Hence by applying an inverse bias voltage, the Fermi 

level of graphene is shifted, and the number of graphene electronic empty states, arranged to 

accommodate the photogenerated holes, increases [9]. This is also confermed by the PD power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) shown in Table 2, which increases by reducing the power 

illumination. From the analysis of the PCE values, it is worth noting that the PD can operate with 

no voltage applied in case of lower light power reaching a PCE of 6.37%, while a low (few volts) 

inverse bias voltage is needed for higher radiation powers. Such a behavior is further reinforced 

by the following analysis.  

Table 2. PCE values extracted from the experimental I-V curves shown in Figure 2d.   

Popt (μW) PCE (%) 
20 6.37 
632 0.13 
1300 0.025 
2000 0.003 
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Figure 2.  (a) Device I vs V characteristic acquired in Photovoltaic (PV) mode in dark and under 

several light power conditions. The black lines are linear fit to the data to obtain the knee voltage, 

Vs, at which the reverse voltage saturates. (b) Device ln(I) vs V characteristic in dark condition 

(black dots) and linear fit (black curve) at low voltage following equation (1) to extrapolate the 

ideality factor, η, and leakage current, I0, values. (c) Band diagram schematics of the graphene/n-

Si heterojunction where W represent the depletion layer, Vbi the built-in potential and 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 the barrier 

potential. (d) Enlargement around VDS = 0 of some of I-V characteristic (solid curves) of the GSH 

reported in Figure 2a and the simulated I-V curves (dashed curves) calculated for a generic 

metallic/semiconducting Schottky junction with the same values of I0, 𝜂𝜂 and 𝜙𝜙𝐵𝐵 when illuminated 

by the same light power.     
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Figure 3a reports the responsivity, R, as a function of the intensity of the incident light with λ = 

550 nm measured at different values of bias voltage VGS. R is defined as R =  𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡−𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡

    where 

Popt is the power of the incident light while Ilight and Idark  are the current in conditions of 

illumination and darkness, respectively. The experimental data confirm the ability of our PDs in 

detecting monochromatic signals of very low intensity down to few nW. In particular, for the 

lowest value of Popt, responsivity as high as 0.1 A·W-1 is obtained for VGS=0 and a gain of about 4 

orders of magnitudes is measured by just applying a low reverse voltage VGS=-2 V. Nonetheless, 

it is worth noting that the R values achieved for VGS=0, i.e. without applying any voltage, are of 

the same order of magnitude of commercial Si-based PDs [23] and are obtained without energy 

supply and use of any external electronic amplification. In addition, for VGS=0, R increases of 

about one order of magnitude up to 1 µW, an incident power value for which it abruptly decreases. 

While, when a low reverse voltage is applied, the responsivity exhibits a satisfying linear 

decreasing behavior as a function of the incident light power, Popt, for four orders of magnitude. 

Indeed, the responsivity curves are well approximated by a power law  𝑦𝑦~𝑥𝑥𝛼𝛼 with the exponent α 

between 0.8 and 1, thus indicating a satisfying linearity of our PD. The different sign of the rate of 

R vs. Popt if a reverse voltage is applied or not, is due to the different slope vs. Popt of the (𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡 −

𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) numerator in the responsivity expression, being almost constant in the former case and steep 

in the latter. For major details, see Figure S3 in SM where an interpretation of such effects is 

suggested by considering the presence of an ultra-thin native silicon oxide film at the 

graphene/silicon junction giving rise to an 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡 resulting from the difference between the interface 

hole tunneling current through the oxide toward the graphene and the interface hole recombination 

current depending on the density of electron interface states under illumination and applied voltage 
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[24].  In particular, by increasing the reverse applied voltage, the density of electron interface states 

reduces, thus decreasing the recombination current and increasing 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡 [24]. 

In Figure 3b, R is shown as a function of the wavelength in a spectral range extended from 

visible (VIS) to near IR, for a number of bias applied voltages VGS, when the device is illuminated 

by using Popt= 1.3 nW. The R vs. λ dependence is similar to that obtained for Si PDs [16] for every 

VGS value, indicating that the main contribution to the photocharge generation comes from the n-

Si substrate. Notably, by increasing VGS, the responsivity increases too, reaching its highest values 

R=7·103 A·W-1 for VGS = -20 V and λ=750 nm. This behavior is a strong indication that graphene 

plays the triple role of transparent window, junction constituent and photocharge collector: photons 

pass through the graphene layer and reach almost unperturbed the Si region. Here the e-h pairs are 

photogenerated and holes drifted towards the junction under the combined action of the junction 

potential and VGS. As suggested above, the small applied reverse bias, reduces the recombination 

current producing a higher 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑡𝑡. At the same time, the higher is the VGS value, the higher is the 

number of photogenerated holes coming from the silicon substrate able to reach the graphene 

electrode, due to the increased thickness of the depletion layer, and, contemporary, the number of 

holes drifted from silicon towards the junction. The former mechanism evidences the typical Si 

PDs spectral response, while the latter, being incident light wavelength independent, is at the origin 

of the constant increase of R over all the impinging photon spectral range.  
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Figure 3. (a) Responsivity, R, in PV mode vs incident 550 nm light power at different bias junction 

voltage VGS. (b) Responsivity, R, vs incident light wavelength for different applied bias voltage, 

VGS and incindent light power, Popt= 1.3 nW.  

3.2 The photoconductive configuration 

In PC mode, the acquisition of the electrical signal takes place between the interdigitated S and 

D electrodes. Once the sample is illuminated, this measurement set-up allows to measure the 

electric current flowing through the graphene consisting of the holes photogenerated near the 

heterojunction and separated by the junction potential [8, 25]. Furthermore, a voltage can be 

applied to the gate electrode (VG) to produce a voltage doping inside graphene. The great 

enhancement effect of the application of a gate potential on device performance is shown in Figure 

4a, where the EQE measurements are reported for different values of VG. The EQE represents the 

ratio between the number of photogenerated charges and the number of incident photons on the 
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device. For VG=0 the EQE is low, but just using a small VG> 0, it hugely increases. For VG=6 V, 

exceeding 300% EQE values have been obtained in different regions of the spectrum. These good 

performances are possible thanks to an avalanche effect generated in Si [26]. EQE measurements 

in Figure 4a are acquired without applying a voltage between the interdigitated electrodes. See 

Figure S4 in the SM for more details on EQE curve shape. In Figure 4b the value of the responsivity 

measured at VG=0 as a function of VDS, for different values of incident light intensity with 

wavelength λ = 550 nm, are shown. The responsivity can be much increased: with voltage of few 

volts, values of almost 107 A·W-1 are reached. These findings can be interpreted in terms of 

Quantum Charrier Reinvestment (QCR) [11, 15], a mechanism typical in GSH systems where two 

materials are coupled with different electronic properties. Indeed, by applying a VG voltage in dark 

conditions, the IDS vs. VDS feature is measured with a linear trend that represents the measurement 

of graphene electrical resistance. However, under illumination, photogenerated holes are injected 

in graphene adding to the free charges present in the dark, and the current value hugely increases. 

Indeed, incident photons give rise to e-h pairs, which are separated by the graphene/silicon 

Schottky junction potential and the gate potential. These electric fields drive the photogenerated 

holes in the graphene and move away photogenerated electrons from the junction. These additional 

holes have a life time in graphene that depends on their probability to recombine back into silicon: 

they reach the graphene driven by the junction potential and the gate potential, once in graphene 

they travel towards the electrodes and then in the external circuit thanks to potential between the 

interdigitated VDS electrodes. During their life time, thanks to the excellent electronic properties of 

graphene giving them a very high mobility, the additional holes may circulate several times 

through the electrodes in the external circuit driven by the applied voltage VDS, thus producing a 

current quantum gain, QG. In our GSH device, the diffusion time of the charges between the S and 
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D electrodes is much lower than their recombination time and this difference is the basis of the 

current gain and our GSH high responsivity. The quantum gain, QG, is defined by the expression 

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 =  𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝐸𝐸𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸 where tr is the charge recombination time, tt is the transit time between two adjacent 

interdigitated electrodes [11]. For VG=0, EQE=0.03 at λ=550 nm in PC mode. tt can be calculated 

considering the charge drift time in graphene 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝑑2

𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
   where d is the distance between the 

fingers of the PD device (250 µm) and µ is the mobility of the photogenerated charges in the 

graphene that we assume equal to 105 cm2/V·s [27, 28]. With these values for VDS=6 V, tt=1·10-9 

s is obtained. tr can be estimated by measuring the fall time [29] of the curve shown in Figure 4c, 

which represents the current response of the PD when it is illuminated by a calibrated pulsed green 

LED with optical power of 1.2 µW. Assuming for tr the time required for the signal to decrease 

from 90% to 10% of its maximum, the value tr=0.11 ms is obtained. With these values we get a 

QG = 3·103 which is compatible with the gain value obtained in the R measurements in Figure 4b 

for VDS = 6 V and Popt=4 µW. This good match indicates that the value for the mobility in graphene 

(µ=105 cm2/V·s) used for QG estimation, is not far from the true µ in our device, resulting among 

the best reported in the literature. This finding demonstrates the excellent quality of the deposited 

graphene layer which, together with the realized design of the interdigitated contacts, allows us to 

obtain a detector of large active area of 8 mm2 maintaining the wonderful graphene electronic 

qualities on large macroscopic scale. Indeed, GSH PD devices often suffer from reduced 

performance in terms of sensitivity when the active area increases and, as a consequence, the 

microscopic characteristics of graphene are lost [9]. 

Responsivity can be further improved by taking advantage of the gate electrode and the effect 

of voltage doping. In Figure 4d the measure of R is reported for VG=0 (black curve) and VG=18 V 

(red curve), showing the effect of voltage doping mechanism of, at least, one order of magnitude. 
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These measurements have been recorded for an incident radiation with optical power of 1 μW and 

wavelength λ=240 nm.  

Detectivity, D, defined as   

D =  �
𝐴𝐴

2ℯ𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
R 

where A is the device active area and e the electron charge, is one of the figure of merit for a PD 

and indicates the minimum signal that a photodetector can reveal. Interestingly, D values, 

corresponding to responsivities reported in Figure 3b, are between 1011 and 1016 Jones (see for 

details Figure S6 in the SM) depending on the incident light power and can be further increased 

by applying a gate voltage VG. For the case exhibited in Figure 3d, D values increases of about two 

orders of magnitude over all the VDS range (see for more details Figure S7 in the SM). Such D 

values are competitive with those of commercial PDs [23].  
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Figure 4. (a) External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measured between S and D terminals as a 

function of the wavelength for different values of VG with VDS=0. (b) Responsivity, R, in PC mode 

for VG=0 under 550 nm illumination at several light powers. (c) PD response to a single peak pulse 

of a green calibrated LED, the black arrows indicate the 90% and the 10% of the pulse height used 

as a criterion for the fall time estimation. (d) Responsivity, R, in PC mode vs VDS under 550 nm 

illumination for VG=0 (blue line) and VG=18 V (red line).  

3.3 Time-response study 

Figure 5a shows the PD response to a 40 fs pulsed laser at different beam energy, tuned at λ=240 

nm.  Similar behavior is obtained at different wavelengths from the UV (240 nm) up to the IR 

(2000 nm). The photocurrent, Iph, measured by taking the difference between maximum and 

minimum in PD response peaks in PV mode with VGS=0 and the laser beam energy E=316 nJ, is 
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shown in Figure 5b as a function of incident light wavelength, λ. From the reported measurements, 

it is clear that the device is able to absorb and respond to this broad spectral range and works in a 

very large incident optical power range, this aspect is a fundamental parameter of the detector. In 

fact, normally the Si p-n junction PDs operate neither in the UV nor in the IR. Indeed, Si absorption 

coefficient in the UV is very high and therefore UV radiation is mostly absorbed very close to the 

Si surface [30] where the recombination of the photogenerated charges is very high, thus 

preventing photo charges to reach the junction (far from the surface at least a few nm). On the 

other hand, graphene is highly transparent in the visible range and presents an optical absorption 

peak around 240 nm [13, 31, 32]. These properties produce that UV photons can be absorbed both 

in graphene and in silicon where the photogenerated e-h pairs can safely reach the junction even 

in the presence of surface recombination, since in the GSH the junction is very close to the surface 

thanks to the atomic thickness of graphene [14]. As far as the near IR response concerns, 

conventional Si p-n junction PD operation is limited by the band gap energy of silicon around 1060 

nm. However, graphene presents interband and intraband transitions enabling optical absorption 

in the near and medium-far IR, respectively [33, 34]. Therefore, in our PD, graphene not only acts 

as a transparent window, heterojunction constituent and charge collector, but also as an absorbent 

photo element. In the region, from about 300 nm to 900 nm, the main contribution of absorption 

and photocharge collection is provided by Si, while in UV and IR the device absorbs photons 

thanks to the optical properties of graphene. The photocurrent value, Iph, for some of the measured 

wavelengths λ in a large energy scale is shown in Figure 5c. For every λ and before the saturation 

occurs at high light energy, the experimental data are well approximated by a power law  𝑦𝑦~𝑥𝑥𝛼𝛼 

with the exponent α between 0.9 and 1.1 confirming the excellent linear response of our PDs. The 

figure also shows that different energy ranges are necessary to record reliable photocurrent 
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indicating that the detector results less sensitive to IR with respect to VIS. This happens because 

the responsible for photodetection in IR is graphene, which has a lower optical absorbance with 

respect to Si in VIS range.  These results demonstrate the great adaptability of our device on a 

wide energy range, fundamental for using a detector in many different applications.  

The time response of the PD is obtained by measuring the rise time τr corresponding to the 

elapsed time between the 10% and 90% of the maximum of each impulse of Figure 5a. This gives 

values between 10 and 50 ns in PV mode, independent on the laser pulse energy. The PD response 

can be further improved by operating in PC mode where the signal is collected between the 

interdigitated electrodes in contact with the graphene [25] and corresponds to the injected 

photogenerated holes. This is shown in Figure 5d where τr is reported as a function of VG for 

different wavelengths. 

Figure 5. (a) Photocurrent response of the PD to a 40 fs pulsed laser at different beam energy, 

tuned at photon wavelength, λ=240 nm. (b) Photocurrent difference, Iph, between maximum and 
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minimum in PD response peaks in PV mode vs. photon wavelength measured with VGS=0 and at 

incident fs laser light pulse energy E=316 nJ. (c) Iph vs. fs laser light pulse energy measured at 

different wavelengths in PC mode with VG=0 and VDS=0; linear curves are fitting obtained by using 

a power function highlighting the linear behavior as a function of energy at lower laser light pulse 

energies. (d) Rise time measured in PC mode between 10% and 90% of the rise fronts of the IDS 

response to the pulsed laser as a function of VG for different incident wavelengths. 

 

Taking advantage of the voltage doping effect in PC mode, the device becomes faster and 2-5 

ns rise time is obtained, making them among the fastest GSH PDs existing in the literature [13, 

35]. When VG is applied, the electric field between the n-Si and the graphene layer, which pushes 

forward the charges to the electrodes, increases and consequently increases the drift velocity of the 

injected holes in graphene. These results are possible thanks to the excellent quality of the grown 

and deposited graphene.  

In Table 1, the performances of the best GRH based PDs reported in literature to be compared 

with the best one of our detector, namely: largest active area of 8 mm2, wider spectral operation 

region ranging between 240 and 2000 nm, shortest rise time down to 2 ns and among the highest 

responsivity in PC mode reaching values up to 107 A/W. As it appears clear, our devices are unique 

in combining high responsivity and fast rise time with large active area. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we reported the performance of our photodetector device able to adapt to different 

sources, with different intensity, frequency and energy. The PD, thanks to the excellent properties 

of the graphene/n-Si junction, detects light from the UV up to the IR, showing great skill and 
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adaptability. The deposition of 8 mm square of graphene on Si substrate makes the device a very 

large active area detector which however maintains the excellent optoelectronic properties of 

graphene: the PD shows responsivity that reach 107 A/W, response times of a few ns, EQE of more 

than 300%, linear response from 240 nm to 2000 nm and the possibility to use it as self-powered 

PD or as a three-terminals device using a voltage doping mechanism. Moreover, the device works 

at room temperature without any post realization treatment to improve its stability.  
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